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Todd Giffen <todd@strags.com>

Dr. Peter Breggin used to investigate mind control abuses. I was abused in
Oregon this way - 2008. Through wall radar, full surveillance, brain scans,
and brain/environment/body tampering.
ginger breggin <psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com>
To: Todd Giffen <case@oregonstatehospital.net>

Fri, Oct 2, 2015 at 8:46 PM

Dear Mr. Giffen: Please have your attorney call Dr. Breggin at the phone number, below,
if he/she is interested in discussing bringing Dr. Breggin in as an expert witness. Very
best, Ginger
Ginger Breggin, Executive Director, The Center for the Study of Empathic Therapy, Education &
Living, 101 East State Street, #112 Ithaca, NY 14850 607-272-5328

From: todd@strags.com <todd@strags.com> on behalf of Todd Giffen
<case@oregonstatehospital.net>
Sent: Sunday, August 16, 2015 12:34 AM
To: psychiatricdrugfacts@hotmail.com
Subject: Dr. Peter Breggin used to investigate mind control abuses. I was abused in Oregon this way 2008. Through wall radar, full surveillance, brain scans, and brain/environment/body tampering.

I have two lawyers and a PI. We would like to hire Breggin.

Oregon State Hospital site of abuse as well as the community itself.

Radio wave signals have been detected in Oregon before hitting citizens probably from
classified military sources per FCC and The Oregon Journal

The Oregon Journal in March 1978, broke the story about radio waves from a naval
system in California being detected in Eugene Oregon and other areas of the state.
Citizens were being attacked and made sick. The governor, fcc, epa, and
congressman/senators got involved. The EPA covered it up, some specialists claimed it
was the Soviets, but the FCC pointed to the US Navy as the culprit.
"Was the technology tested at home on private citizens? In March 1978, the city of
Eugene, Oregon, found itself inundated with microwave radiation. The Oregon
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Journal reported: “Mysterious Radio Signals Causing Concern in Oregon.” Federal
government specialists blamed the Soviets, but the Federal Communications
Commission concluded that the signal—recorded throughout the state of Oregon—came
from a Navy transmitter in California.
Oregonians statewide complained of headaches, fatigue, inability to sleep, reddening of
the skin, anxiety, “clicks” in the head and a “buzz” harmonizing with a high-pitched wail.
Canadian researcher Andrew Michrowski wrote to Prime Minister Pierre Trudeau on
September 19, 1978, citing a Pacific Northwest Center for Non-Ionizing Radiation study
that found the signals “psychoactive” and “very strongly suggestive of achieving the
objective of brain control.”"
This information is published in multiple sources. This particular one has the full history
on mind control and some investigative leads.
https://sites.google.com/site/mcrais/voices

Hearing "Voices" The
Hidden History of the
CIA's ...
Hearing “Voices” The Hidden
History of the. CIA’s
Electromagnetic. Mind-Control
Experiments Global Alert by Alex
Constantine 1995 [Note:1]
Controlling human ...
Read more...

Here's info about the eugene oregon wavelength (it was also reported in the registerguard): www.whale.to/b/bowart4.html#X
More links turn up in Google while searching for this.

This tells a story about our government actually attacking and beaming radiation into
citizens from remote locations with incredible accuracy (I also heard about other
operations they did this in, such as CIA Operation Pique, we targeted European's in that
case), enough to hit a single individual, inducting illnesses and mental effects, being
tested on citizens around the world, including Eugene Oregon and other citizens of
Oregon specifically.

The first link mentions Dr. Peter Breggin Harvard psychiatrists work, to investigate this
and help the victims, he also worked along top mind control doctors at Harvard based on
other sources. He has experience working with victims remotely controlled with radio
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waves and implants, those victims falsely labeled as psychotic by other doctors.
Interesting.

"Following the nightmarish operation, Dr. Peter Breggin of the Center to Study
Psychiatry, an ombudsman of psychiatric abuses, investigated Kille’s case and
found—despite Mark’s and Ervin’s reports of therapeutic success—that the post-op
patient was “totally disabled and subject to nightmarish terrors that he will be caught and
operated on again at the Massachusetts General Hospital.”

In 1971, a hospital attendant discovered Kille holding a metal wastebasket over his head
to “stop the microwaves.” A sympathetic doctor at Boston’s VA hospital, where Kille was
transferred, ordered for him “a large sheet of aluminum foil so he may fashion a
protective helmet for himself.” Uninformed that Kille had been fitted with electrodes, the
VA doctors diagnosed him as a delusional paranoiac.
According to Kille, Mark and Ervin controlled his moods by remote electronic stimulation.
“They turn me up or turn me down,” Kille insisted."
Todd Giffen
503 967 5202
http://www.obamasweapon.com/
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